
N.O.C.L. MESSAGE

Instructions

The Notice of Crash/Casualty Location (NOCL) message is used to advise the RCC/MRSC/
SM of the location of a crash or marine casualty. The message has a special format and is 
prefixed by the code NOCL. Note that this message format is of a high security level. Do not 
distribute this format information - use only when required.

The originator should transmit only the word on the left; the meaning is on the right.

Alpha
Affirmative Positive identification that the object sighted is the search object.
Negative Unable to positively determine that the object sighted is the search object.

Bravo 
An eight or nine digit group denoting position without North or West being used.

Charlie
Negative When no survivors or casualties can be seen.
Any Number To indicate number of survivors or casualties actually seen.
Undetermined The status of the survivors or casualties cannot be determined.
           followed by:
Red Immediate Treatment and evacuation.  (Priority 1)
Yellow Early treatment and evacuation.            (Priority 2)
Green Routine treatment and evacuation.        (Priority 3)
White Uninjured                                                 (Priority 4)
Grey Missing
Black Dead                                                        (Priority 5)
Note -  This  information  on  the  medical  conditions  of  victims  should  only  be 
transmitted after investigation by  SAR TECHs or other medically trained personnel.

Delta
One Side of hill, plus indicate North, South, East or West.
Two In valley,    plus indicate North, South, East or West side of floor
Three In level country
Four Heavily wooded area (used in conjunction with one, two or three)
Five In water:

Alpha: near shore
Bravo: well off shore

Echo 
One Request authorization to deploy rescue specialist team.
Two A helicopter will be required.
Three A ground party could reach the location in good time.
Four A rescue boat will be required.
Five A Coroner will be required.
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SITUATION REPORT (SITREP)

CASE NUMBER:                                                 or DESCRIPTION:

SITREP NUMBER:  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 other:
CURRENT DATE:                                          CURRENT TIME:                       EST  EDT
WEATHER/SEASTATE:  no change

PRESENT STATUS: (All details RCC does not have.)

ACTION TAKEN: (All search patterns and mvts since departing wharf or since last SITREP)

FUTURE ACTION: (Action plans, including anything that  will impact on the future and 
including requests for air support.)

YOUR NAME: (print)                                                      SIGNATURE:

ADDRESS:                                                                      PHONE:
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